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Abstract: In spite of many exciting properties of epitaxial graphene (EG), its use in the fabrication of improved high frequency and scalable Radio Frequency field-effects transistors (RF FETs) with terahertz cutoff frequencies is still elusive. At present, fabrication of device structures on EG grown on 4H- or 6H-SiC wafer sized scale are constrained by surface morphological inhomogeneities that may degrade electrical properties, In addition, EG growth on the vicinal Si?face results in step bunching of the underlying SiC with vertical step heights of 10 ? 15 nm and poses a significant challenge to device development. Although the quality of EG grown on SiC has improved, there are still impediments, such as low carrier mobility and large-area out-of-plane non-uniformity, which limit applications in a wide range of truly wafer-scale technologies. In this presentation, key elements of epitaxial graphene synthesis will be highlighted and discussed with regard to impacts on large-area uniformity, structure, and electrical properties. Typical characterization techniques will be examined as well. The dependence of specific components such as CVD growth-reactor design and substrate quality are examined in an effort to provide a pathway for future advancements in EG industrial production. Finally, key future directions for research in EG will be discussed.
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